SANDLER:

Like looking hot. Buying stuff they can not. Like drinking hard. Maxing Dad's credit card.

MAC + 2 GALS:

DIKE + 1 GAL: Like!

I Like!

CHANDLER:


MAC + 2 GALS:

DUKE + 1 GAL: Like!

I Like! Kick ing nerds in the nose!

If you lack the balls, you can go play dolls; let your mom my fix you a snack.

CHANDLER:

DUKE + MAC + GALS:

Whoo oh!

Bbm7/Ab
CHANDLER:
Or you could come... smoke... Pound some rum and... coke... In my Porsche with the

CHANDLER:
quarterback!

DUKE + MAC + GALS:
Oh whoa!... Oh whoa!... Oh whoa!... Honey what you

CHANDLER, DUKE, MAC:
+ 3 GALS:
waitin' for?... Welcome to my Candy Store!... Time for you to

C6m F7m/A E B7 B7sus B7 C6
Piano/Vocal

CHANDLER, DUKE, MAC:

Then... sign into my Candy Store!

Piano (Bb 5 and above)

Chandler, Duke, MAC:  

DUKE + MAC:  

MAC:

DUKE:

MAC:

End

Depeche gtr

3 GIRLS:

DUKE + 1 GAL:

Gus fall

DUKE + 2 GALS:

Gus fall at your feet!  Pay the check!  Help you cheat!

MAC + 2 GALS:

All you have to do?  Say good-bye to Shamu.  That freak's!  Not your friend.  I can toll, in the end.